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®

Get a piece of holiday 
at   your    home
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A wicker beach chair in the garden, on the terra-
ce or balcony is the ideal retreat for rest and re-
laxation. More than any other seating furniture, it  
embodies the maritime holiday feeling and  
serves as an oasis of well-being in the often stressful  
everyday life. For 15 years now, we beach chair 
professionals have been making your dream of 
the perfect beach chair come true. At the Buxte- 
hude site in northern Germany, top products for the 
highest demands are manufactured in pure crafts-
manship. Approximately 1,500 beach chairs are al-
ways ready for delivery and collection. This makes 
us the largest beach chair exhibition in Germany.  

In addition to outstanding quality, sustainable  
production and the use of harmless  
materials are particularly important to us. Our high- 
quality teak and mahogany woods come from  
sustainable, certified cultivation. This is guaran-
teed by a certificate from the FLEGT Agreement of 
the Federal Agency for Agriculture and Food and 
the EU. The fabrics used are tested for harmful  
substances according to Oeko-Tex® Standard 100 
The catalogue you are holding in your hands is  
FSC®-certified  and  is  produced in a  
regional print shop.

Many steps are necessary before a beach chair  
leaves our manufactory. Experienced basket  
weavers and carpenters begin by producing a „blank“ 
which is fitted with fittings and rollers. Our high-qua-
lity fabrics are pre-cut to size, sewn and missed in 
the sewing room and finally combined with the  
beach chair in the upholstery department. This  
elaborate craftsmanship ensures that a robust, 
durable and individual beach chair is produced at 
the end of the production chain. We will gladly im-
plement your special requests. Strict quality control 
before shipping ensures that you receive a flawless 
product.

Last year thousands of beach chairs left our ma-
nufactory again, which is not least due to our sa-
tisfied customers who recommended us to others.  
Furthermore, our great team has been a guarantee for  
steadily growing success for years. Highly motivated,  
reliable and hard-working employees, many of 
whom have been with the company since its foun-
dation, ensure that first-class products are manufac-
tured day after day. Our friendly drivers in our own 
truck fleet ensure that your ordered beach chair is 
delivered safely and comfortably to your home. On 
request, we offer a professional installation if the 
beach chair is to be placed in places that are difficult 
to access, such as on a roof terrace.

If you have any questions, our technical advisors will 
be happy to help you by phone, but you can also 
contact the management at any time:

     +49 4161 596680

Of course you can also find our products here:
 
www.strandkorbprofi.de

We would be particularly pleased if you would  
visit us personally and experience on site the high 
level of quality we produce. Therefore our credo: 
Buy only the original. With this in mind, I hope you 
enjoy browsing through the pages.

Best wishes from the Strandkorb Manufaktur 
Buxtehude, your Kay Gosebeck

Nils Gosebeck Gabriele Gosebeck Kay Gosebeck Torben Gosebeck

Dear prospective customers, customers and friends of our company!

About Us
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We have been producing our beach chair models 
Morsum, Hoernum, List, Keitum und Kampen. 
These models are known for their high quality.

Unfortunately, we have repeatedly noticed 
recently that inferior beach chairs 
are offered on the Internet 
with our product names, 
which ultimately have no-
thing to do with our mo-
dels.  

Often these are kits 
produced in China and 
made of inferior materi-
als.

Please note that you can only 

purchase our handmade quality beach chairs from 
authorized dealers or directly from us in Buxtehude. 
We do not work with auction platforms.

Therefore, please visit us in Buxtehude and 
convince yourself of the handcraf-

ted quality of our beach chairs.

You can recognize our be-
ach chairs by our pla-
que. Only beach chairs 
with this badge are ma-
nufactured by us and 

are also subject to our 
5-year warranty promise.

For questions and suggestions 
we are always at your disposal.

We are convinced of our products and the-
refore give a 5-year warranty on the woods, 
PE-mesh, fabrics and stainless steel fittings. 

• high-quality PE-mesh (no PVC)

• only woods from certified cultivation

• only high-quality Dralon® branded  

fabrics for outdoor use (free of stocking)

• all screws and fittings are made of stain-

less steel

5 Years Warranty
on the wood, the PE braid,

the fabric and stainless steel fittings

Buy the Original
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Warehouse

Over 1500 Beach Chairs are always available from stock and thus guarantee a short delivery.

Fabric design and cutting

Our fabric design and cutting staff ensures, that our quality materials are professionally processed and
tailored.

Sewing room

In our in-house sewing room, the sets of fabrics are manufactured on industrial sewing machines.

Production
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Upholstery and meshwork

Skilled upholsterers and weavers take care, that only Beach Chairs in highest quality and processing are lea-
vingour manufactory.

Assembly, final inspection,
delivery

What we care about most:
Without proper assembly, careful final inspection
and well-planned logistics, nothing works.

Behind the Scenes
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The mahogany wood we use, comes from Indone-
sia. It is a hardwood and has a high resistance to
diseases of all kinds, e.g. insects and fungus. There-
fore it is ideal for outdoor use. Mahogany is easy to
work with and only distorts insignificantly.

Therefore mahogany is often used in the construc-
tion of yachts, high quality instruments and also in
the field of furniture production. Its elegant appea-
rance makes it an eyecatcher of a special kind.

Of course, we pay close attention in using only wood
from sustainable cultivation for our Beach Chair
production.

Teak is an extremely dense wood (680 kg / m³) and
resistant to worms, mold and fungus due to its high
natural oil and rubber content. It is acidproof and
also hardly inflammable, which is very important to
us.

In The 1950´s and 1960´s, Teak was used as the
main material for furnitures. Now the wood is used
again in the ship building industry (Ship decks), on
terraces and in the garden furniture production.

Due to the absolute weather resistance, this wood
is ideal for permanent outdoor use (even with cons-
tant salt water contact).

Mahogany Teak
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This is guaranteed by the FLEGT agreement of the
EU, which grants certificates to a few selected com-
panies.

For more information, contact the Federal Institute
of Agriculture and Food.

Our hand-brushed, Teak Vintage wood is a must-see
for lovers of country style. Experience the structural-
ly rich vintage wood with all your senses. Whether
indoor or outdoor.

Due to its natural ingredients (waxes and oils), teak
is particularly easy to clean and water repellent.
Rain, snow, frost and other weather conditions can
hardly affect our Teak Vintage Beach Chairs.

With this sought-after Teak Vintage series (registe-
red design) we have extended our range of products 
with a very special piece of jewellery. These beach 
chairs are only available from us and authorized de-
alers.

Due to the high weather resistance, this wood is 
ideal for permanent outdoor use (even with cons-
tant salt water contact).

All woods used by us come from certified cultivation

Teak Vintage
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There are many good reassons for a
Beach Chair from the Strandkorb-
Manufaktur Buxtehude.

1. Excellent quality
Starting with our Morsum Model, you will not make
any compromises, but always get a high quality ma-
nufactory Beach Chair made in Germany, which will
provide you with appropriate care a lifetime of plea-
sure.

2. First-class materials and 5 years warranty
• solid precious woods from certified, sustainable 

cultivation
• high quality Dralon® fabrics (100% acrylic), 

tested for harmful substances according to  
Oeko-Tex® Standard 100

• Multicolor PE-mesh, through-dyed and  
UV-resistant

• stainless steel fittings
We give 5 years warranty!
This is unique and ensures customer satisfaction.

3. No Beach Chair like any other
Various models from a compact 1-seater to a luxu-
rious 2.5-seater, fine hardwoods (mahogany, teak,
teak vintage), five mesh-colors (cappuccino, white-
washed, old-teak, light-grey, nature-beige), more
than 100 fabric designs and the option of installing
portholes inspire your imagination. Configure your
personal manufactory Beach Chair. That‘s easy on
our website or get advice from our sales team.

4. No trouble with kits
Our Beach Chairs are leaving the factory ready full
assembled. If necessary, each Beach Chair can be di-
sassembled by loosening two or three 17 mm screws
in the upper and lower basket.

Our Beach Chairs

10
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Uncompromising quality and first-class service

5. Extensive complete offers
A custom-fit Silverline cover (for an extra char-
ge: TeakSafe cover), tables, neck pillows, foot-
rests, armrests (for the Kampen and Keitum mo-
dels), highly polished stainless steel fittings, 
comfort duo-lifter (for the Kampen and Keitum 
models), pre-assembled castors, a smartphone 
and a newspaper bag (except for PVC cover) are 
available from us as low-priced complete offers. 
Further accessories such as care sets,  
bottle holders and champagne coo-
lers can be found in our extensive range. 

6. Lay back and relax
Our Beach Chairs are full loungers. You can fold back
the upper basket by up to 80 degrees (65 degrees
with the Morsum model) and, together with the foot
rests, you will have an almost horizontal lying surfa-
ce for relaxed hours in the Beach Chair.

7. A clean thing
The fabrics of the neck pillows are removable and 
washable at 30° C. This also applies to the seat and 
footrest fabrics in the Kampen, Keitum and List mo-
dels.

11
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Kampen Teak Vintage

The flagship!

Luxurious and extremely com-
fortable 2.5-seater with sun
mesh, ornament carving, large
notebook-tables, armrests and
Comfort-Duo-Lifters for easy ad-
justment of the upper basket.

Exclusively at our place
Teak Vintage – a high quality,
hand-brushed teak wood with its
own charm.

Easy to clean
The Teak Vintage wood is pro-
vided with a special, water-re-
pellent sealing. This unique de-
sign is legally predected and only 
available from us.

Illustration shows:

Mesh color:
old-teak
(standard)

Fabric Design:
Sylt grey 74308
Side part 21208
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Illustration shows:

Mesh color:
old-teak
(standard)

Fabric Design:
Mein Lieblingsplatz blue 72105
Side part 72205

The Beach Chair for highest demands

Dimensions and weight:

Width: 145 cm
Depth: 95 cm
Height: 165 cm
Weight: 120 kg
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Kampen Teak Vintage Porthole

The highlight

Enjoy the view through the po-
lished portholes, made of alu-
minum. 

The easy to clean teak
vintage-wood impresses with
great casual look and timeless
elegance. In conjunction with the
special braid „old-teak“ you get
a real eyecatcher with this beach
chair

As with all our beach chairs,
you can choose your favorite
fabric from a large collection and
configure yourself an unicum.

By the way: the Kampen Teak 
Vintage model is always fitted 
with the special old-teak weave 
as standard.
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With the extra view out of your Beach Chair

Illustration shows:

Mesh color:
old-teak
(standard)

Fabric Design:
Innsbruck grey 42655

Dimensions and weight:

Width: 145 cm
Depth: 95 cm
Height: 165 cm
Weight: 120 kg
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Kampen Teak

The classic

A beach chair made of teak-wood
has its own character. Teak is
a little natural wonder. Due to
its unusually high proportion of
rubber, its surface remains  
weatherproof and supple for ye-
ars without any special aftertre-
atment.

In order to preserve the distin-
ctive honey-brown color, you
should treat the beach chair at
least once a year with a little teak
oil.

For lovers of the special.
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Best teak-wood for an excellent 2.5-seater 

Dimensions and weight:

Width: 145 cm
Depth: 95 cm
Height: 165 cm
Weight: 120 kg

Illustration shows:

Mesh color:
cappuccino

Fabric Design:
Norderney taupe 62307
Side part 20108
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Connoisseurs of beautiful furni-
ture appreciate this high quali-
ty beach chair. The pronounced
structure of the best teak wood
in this aesthetic quality can´t be
found at any other hardwood.
Polished aluminum portholes
underscore the uncompromising
appearance.

A beach chair should not only
look beautiful. It should also be
practical.

With our Kampen models, the
seat can be removed to store
foot rests and tables underneath.

Kampen Teak Porthole

Illustration above shows:

Mesh color:
old-teak
(optional at extra charge)

Fabric Design:
Föhr grey 76408
Side part 31306

The massive
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Dimensions and weight:

Width: 145 cm
Depth: 95 cm
Height: 165 cm
Weight: 120 kg

With the extra view out of your Beach Chair

Illustration shows:

Mesh color:
old-teak
(optional at extra charge)

Fabric Design:
Palma navy 24425
Side part 46528
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The large 2.5-seater in the popu-
lar mahogany version. Cheaper
than the teak version and very
easy to clean. The glaze creates
a hard, easily wipeable surface.

A refreshing with a glaze with

UV predection after a few years
preserves the shine and the lu-
minous color.

This beach chair is the most
bought item from our customers.

Excellent value for money along
with the harmonious grain of the
wood are simply convincing.

Kampen Mahogany

For example with the Fabric Design Skyline - available in the variants Hamburg, Berlin, Cologne and Munich, 
or also quite simply only in a striped design without a motif on the back.
You will find more Fabric Designs on pages 38-43.

Affordable luxury
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The cheapest 2.5-seater, but 100% Kampen!

Dimensions and weight:

Width: 145 cm
Depth: 95 cm
Height: 165 cm
Weight: 90 kg

Illustration shows:

Mesh color:
cappuccino

Fabric Design:
Skyline HH 70255
Side part 70300
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So haben Sie immer 
den vollen Durchblick
Jeder unserer Strandkörbe kann 
mit Portholen ausgestattet wer-
den. Auch beim Kampen Maho-
gany sorgt der zusätzliche Licht-
einfall in den Strandkorb für ein 
angenehmes Ambiente.

Ob beim Lesen oder einfach nur, 
um bequem seitlich aus dem 
Strandkorb herausschauen zu 
können – mit Portholen werten 
Sie Ihren Lieblingsplatz effektvoll 
auf.

Kampen Mahogany Porthole

Illustration above shows:

Mesh color:
cappuccino

Fabric Design:
Norderney navy 62305
Side part 20308
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Illustration shows:

Mesh color:
white-washed
(optional at extra charge)

Fabric Design:
Norderney anthracite 62308
Side part 20208

Dimensions and weight:

Width: 145 cm
Depth: 95 cm
Height: 165 cm
Weight: 90 kg

With the extra view out of your Beach Chair
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For individualists

Technically and visually, the Kei-
tum is the „little bredher“ of
the Kampen - including Com-
fort-Duo-Lifters and armrests.
A 2-seater, 15 cm narrower and
equipped with folding tables.
On request, also the large note-
book-tables can be mounted
(surcharge).

Apart from that our Keitum is in
no way inferior to the Kampen.  
A luxurious, comfortable full 
lounger, in which two people 
have plenty of space to relax.

Keitum Teak

Illustration shows:

Mesh color:
nature-beige
(optional at extra charge)

Fabric Design:
Föhr grey 76408
Side part 31306
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Illustration shows:

Mesh color:
cappuccino

Fabric Design:
Mein Lieblingsplatz grey 72108
Side part 72208

Dimensions and weight:

Width: 130 cm
Depth: 95 cm
Height: 165 cm
Weight: 100 kg

Not quite so wide, but a lot of luxury
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Straightforward

Our beach chairs made of maho-
gany are priced attractively. And
no less exclusive. Many custo-
mers also want exactly this wood
because of the harmonious grain
and the intense color. 

If you are looking for a luxuri-
ous beach chair with manageab-
le outside dimensions, you can 
hardly get around the Keitum 
Mahogany.

Especially in areas with limited
space, many customers value
the less massive appearance of
the Keitum.

Due to the lower weight and the
more compact external dimensi-
ons, it is very manageable.

Keitum Mahogany
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Illustration shows:

Mesh color:
cappuccino

Fabric Design:
Granada navy 55205
Side part 46528

Dimensions and weight:

Width: 130 cm
Depth: 95 cm
Height: 165 cm
Weight: 80 kg

A beautiful, handy 2-seater
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You prefer it uncomplicated and
unfussy? You prefer pull-out foot
rests like the beach chairs on the
North Sea and Baltic Sea? And
despite the space and comfort
in the beach chair, the exterior
dimensions should be as com-
pact as possible? 

Then take a closer look at the 
2-seater Hörnum Mahogany.

In a few seconds the beach chair
is „ready to go“. Even more com-
pact than the Keitum, but still
plenty of space in this full loun-
ger to be comfortable for two.

Hörnum Mahogany

Illustration shows:

Mesh color:
old-teak
(optional at extra charge)

Fabric Design:
Malaga grey 62408
Side part 46518

The North German Original
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Illustration shows:

Mesh color:
cappuccino

Fabric Design:
Juist grey 84208
Side part 23108

Dimensions and weight:

Width: 120 cm
Depth: 95 cm
Height: 165 cm
Weight: 70 kg

The uncomplicated 2-seater with the license to feel good
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Sometimes it‘s good to have it
all to yourself. The List is also a
full lounger and invites for one
or another nap. The cup of tea
and the book can be placed on
the folding table and the extre-
mely compact dimensions make
it possible for anyone to easily
change the location of the beach
chair.

The sun mesh and the ornament
carving underline the noble, lu-
xurious appearance. This 1-sea-
ter is simply fun.

List Mahogany

Illustration shows:

Mesh color:
cappuccino

Fabric Design:
New York brown 57436 
Side part 46518

Our smallest one really big
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Illustration shows:

Mesh color:
cappuccino

Fabric Design:
Malaga tabacco 62409
Side part 46984

Dimensions and weight:

Width: 85 cm
Depth: 80 cm
Height: 160 cm
Weight: 60 kg

Fits everywhere
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Very resistant

Same construction as the Hör-
num Mahogany, but consistent-
ly easy to care for and robust
thanks to teak vintage wood. The 
special mesh „white-washed“ gi-
ves it a typical country house
look. Together with a durable
and weather resistant PVC cover,
the Landhaus Sylt is the perfect
beach chair for holiday home
owners.

Of course, you can also choo-
se your favorite fabric from our
entire fabric collection for this
model. We are sure that this
high-quality 2-seater will find his
way not only in holiday homes.

Landhaus Sylt Teak Vintage

Illustration shows:

Mesh color:
white-washed
(standard)

Fabric Design:
Hamburg grey 45991
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Illustration shows:

Mesh color:
white-washed
(standard)

Fabric Design:
PVC block stripes grey 40008

Dimensions and weight:

Width: 120 cm
Depth: 95 cm
Height: 165 cm
Weight: 90 kg

Rough shell, soft core
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Morsum Mahogany

Our cheapest beach chair.
Very compact 2-seater or plen-
ty of space for one person. Se-
mi-lounger with 65 degrees incli-
nation angle of the upper basket.
Same quality like our large beach
chairs. 

You always get the same
uncompromising manufactory
quality in materials and workm-
anship from us.

With classic straight mesh on the
side parts and retractable foot
rests like the larger Hörnum.

A folding table and pockets for
smartphone and newspaper en-
sure organization in the beach
chair.

The entry-level model
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Illustration shows:

Mesh color:
cappuccino

Fabric Design:
Hamburg blue 45925

Dimensions and weight:

Width: 100 cm
Depth: 80 cm
Height: 160 cm
Weight: 60 kg

Super compact and affordable
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In our long company history there have been many
„crazy“ wishes of our customers. A fridge, a Blu-ray
player, TV, heated seats or a giant ribbon – we nearly
always find a way to implement special wishes.

By the way: you can have any of our beach chairs
made in mahogany, teak or teak vintage. For some
configurations allow about 6-8 weeks for delivery.

Call us or visit our comprehensive exhibition in
Buxtehude.

Even very simple wishes, like a straight cut of the
valance or a certain fabric can easily be implemen-
ted.

Our 2.5-seaters are too small for you, because you
want to sit comfortably in a beach chair with three
or more people? You will be surprised how big our
beach chairs can be!

You have special requests?
No problem. Almost everything is pos-
sible.

Custom-built models
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Our standard mesh

Also available in following PE colors (for an additional charge) 
(Delivery time approx. 6-8 weeks)

Our beach chairs with PE-mesh are absolutely wind
and waterproof. The beach chairs are completely
weaved by our experienced weavers in a very elabo-
rate manual work.

We deliver the PE-mesh in natural color. It has a very
fine, elegant mesh – matched to our high-quality

woods. A perfect combination - water resistant and
lightfast (even after years the color is still the same).
Synthetic mesh is very easy to clean and robust
against external influences of any kind. PE-mesh is
significantly more durable and of higher quality than 
PVC-mesh.

cappuccino

nature-beigewhite-washed

light-greyold-teak

• high-quality PE-mesh  

(round, 4 mm massive)

• weaved by hand

• easy to clean

• absolutely weather-, temperature- and  

UV-resistant

• 5 years warranty

PE-Mesh
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Our fabrics are made of 100% polyacrylic / Dralon®.
These high-quality outdoor fabrics are dry-spun and
fiber-dyed (Teflon®). They are absolutely lightfast,
water- and dirt-repellant. Of course, no substances
are used for our beach chairs, which are not tes-
ted for harmful substances according to Öko-Tex®
Standard 100. Our fabrics and imitation leather are
skin-friendly, comfortable and cuddly - to make your
beach chair your new favorite spot.

On our website www.strandkorbprofi.de you will
get a preview of the appearance of the fabric of your
choice with our configurator.

Of course, all fabrics that we use for the production
of our beach chairs can also be bought by the meter,
so that you can consistently equip your private fur-
niture with this fabric.

The printing colors in the catalog may differ slightly
from the actual colors. We are happy to send you fa-
bric samples on request.

By the way: all fabric designs with motif are also 
available without motif. 

You can be sure of that:
our fabrics remain free of stocking.

Oslo blue 91324  (stripes blue / cream)

Fabrics
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HH - jeansblue 70255 70300

Fabric Design Fabric Side part
Skyline

B - jeansblue 70256 70300

C - jeansblue 70257 70300

M - jeansblue 70258 70300

Fabric Design Fabric Side part
Mein Lieblingsplatz

Fabric Design Fabric Side part
Norderney

blue 72105 72205

grey 72108 72208

navy 62305 20308

taupe 62307 20108

anthracite 62308 20208

Fabric Design Fabric Side part
Juist

light blue 84205 23105

 grey 84208 23108

Fabric Design Fabric Side part
Sylt

blue 74305 31204

grey 74308 21208

Fabrics
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Fabric Design Fabrics Side part
Amrum

blue 78205 32305

grey 78208 21208

Fabric Design Fabrics Side part
Föhr

blue 76405 31204

 grey 76408 31306

Fabric Design Fabrics Side part
Granada

navy 55205 46528

darkgrey 55208 46518

Fabric Design Fabrics Side part
Malaga

grey 62408 46518

tabacco 62409 46984

Fabric Design Fabrics Side part
Oslo

red 91321 46573

green 91323 46526

blue 91324 46585

Fabrics

NEU Mallorca (gegen Aufpreis) 

anthracite brown
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Fabric Design Fabrics Side part
New York

brown 57436 46518

blue 57472 46585

anthracite 57474 46518

red 48103 46573

Fabric Design Fabrics Side part
München

blue 48105 46575

green 48106 46526

grey 48108 46508

coral 24420 46528

Fabric Design Fabrics Side part
Palma

red 24423 46528

navy 24425 46528

Fabrics

Innsbruck

sand 42639 brown 42640

royalblue 42654

grey 42655 anthracite 42665
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Hannover

red 95403 blue 95405

sand 95407 grey 95418

grey 48160 46518

Fabric Design Fabrics Side part
Nürnberg

red 48163 46573

blue 48165 46575

green 48166 46526

schwarz 48168 46994

Fabric Design Fabrics Side part
Dortmund

green 48826 46528

grey 48828 46518

Paris

blue 47521

Frankfurt

blue 48215

Fabrics

Fabric Design Fabrics Side part
Sevilla

red 21433 46974

blue 21435 46585

green 21436 46984
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Hamburg

yellow 45901 red-creme 45903

blue 45925 green 45926

grey 45991

PVC Block stripes

yellow 40001 red 40003

blue 40025 green 40026

grey 40008

Fabrics
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Kampen Keitum List Hörnum,
Landhaus Sylt Morsum

Typ Full lounger Full lounger Full lounger Full lounger Semi-lounger

Seats 2.5 2 1 2 2

Mesh Polyethylen (PE) Polyethylen (PE) Polyethylen (PE) Polyethylen (PE) Polyethylen (PE)

Exterior width 145 cm 130 cm 85 cm 120 cm 100 cm

Depth 95 cm 95 cm 80 cm 95 cm 80 cm

Height 165 cm 165 cm 160 cm 165 cm 160 cm

Weight 90-120 kg 80-100 kg 60-70 kg 70-90 kg 60 kg

Padding 
thickness

11 cm 11 cm 11 cm 11 cm 10 cm

Fabrics Dralon® Dralon® Dralon® Dralon® Dralon®

Fabrics-Designs entire collection 
possible

entire collection 
possible

entire collection 
possible

entire collection 
possible

entire collection 
possible

Porthole optional optional optional optional optional

Comfort-
Duo-Lifters

optional optional no no no

Fittings Stainless steel,
polished

Stainless steel,
polished

Stainless steel,
polished

Stainless steel,
polished

Stainless steel,
polished

Neck pillows 2 2 1 2 2

Tables 2 (large) 2 1 2 1

Foot rests To hook in To hook in To hook in To draw out To draw out

Wood Mahogany,
Teak,

Teak Vintage

Mahogany,
Teak,

Teak Vintage*

Mahogany,
Teak,

Teak Vintage* 

Mahogany,
Teak*,

Teak Vintage

Mahogany,
Teak*,

Teak Vintage*

* optional at extra charge / allow about 6-8 weeks for delivery

Overview of all Beach Chair models
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Showroom and special sale

Visit our Showroom in Buxtehude!

Are you just north or passing through? Then why 
don‘t you stop by our house? Our team is looking 
forward to your visit and will be happy to help you 
with the configuration of your dream beach chair.

In addition to our beach chair assortment you can 
expect a large selection of strongly reduced, imme-
diately available exhibits.

Take a look again!
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• breathable, Polyurethan (PU)-coated  

polyamide

• tearproof and stable

• waterproof

• 2 quality zippers

• reinforced edges with aluminum eyelets

• in 2 colors: green and anthracite

• washable up to 30° C without softener

• 3 years warranty

The breathable TeakSafe covers are produced in
our in-house production. They are sewn by hand for
our beach chair models.

Please note that these are approximate dimensions.
The height dimension concerns to the clear height
of our beach chairs in the foremost setting position.
The sectional shape corresponds to the shape of the
„Baltic Sea“-beach chairs.

Covers for
our models

Dimensions of cover
(Width x depth x height)

Kampen 150 x 100 x 155 cm

Keitum 135 x 100 x 155 cm

List 90 x 85 x 155 cm

Hörnum, Landhaus Sylt 125 x 100 x 155 cm

Morsum 110 x 90 x 155 cm

TeakSafe Covers

3 years warranty
on TeakSafe Covers

Covers for our beach chairs
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Here you will find covers for gar-
den furniture of all kinds, which
are produced in our in-house se-
wing department.

Also custom-made covers to your
specifications are possible.

Simply call us at +49 4161 596680 
or visit our online shop.

Covers of any kind and custom-made covers

TeakSafe Covers

You can also find our extensive range of covers at
www.strandkorbprofi.de/covers

47
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Comfort-Duo-Lifters

In cooperation with a large German manufacturer
for compressed air technology, we got a solution
that simplifies the handling of the adjustment of the
upper baskets of our luxury models „Keitum“ and
„Kampen“.

Wine and champagne cooler

The small and fine ex-
tra: wine and cham-
pagne cooler made of
stainless steel with a
special holder. It is sim-
ply hung on the beach
chair. Neither screws
nor a complicated  
assembly are required.

Bottle holder

Convenient and inex-
pensive: the stainless
steel bottle holder can
be easily hung on the
beach chair with a spe-
cial holder. Bottles and
glasses are thus well
and safely housed. The
diameter is about 8.5
cm.

Portholes

The visual highlight:
The portholes, made of
polished aluminum, of-
fer an extra view out
of your beach chair.
Available as an extra to
our basic models.

Notebook tables

Made of mahogany,
teak or teak vintage.
Standard equipment
on our model Kampen.
Mountable on all other
models.

Beach Chair Care Set

Protect UV Plus Mahogany & Teak-Oil

Our wood protection for mahogany and teak woods.
Available In 100 ml and 250 ml.

For mahogany, teak or teak vintage

Accessories
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Fabrics by the meter

You can get all fabrics from our collection by the me-
ter (width 140 cm / 160 cm).

Casters/PE-Slider

Mounted (only possible for new orders) or unassem-
bled available.

Terrace casters 
50 mm

diameter 

Garden casters
80 mm

diameter

PE-Sliders

Miniature Beach Chair

Repair Set for Covers

With our transparent
repair tape you can  
easily and efficiently 
seal small damages.

Repair strip:
10 x 7.5 cm

Cuddle pillow

40 x 40 cm 

Back pillow

40 x 25 cm 

Foor pillow for Hörnum, Landhaus Sylt
and Morsum

Luxury pillow for Kampen und Keitum

Joint pillow

Zum Aus-
füllen der 
Kippspalte
50 x 20 cm 

90 x 70 cm 

Gift vouchers

The very special gift
for your loved ones: a
gift voucher from the
Strandkorb-Manufak-
tur. Available in all desi-
red amounts starting
from € 50.00.

31 x 38 x 21 cm (W x H x D) 

W x H x D:
36 x 24 x 54 cm 

Accessories
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A great idea for events, exhibitions and
marketing events: beach chairs in 
corporate design! Companies like 
Sinalco, Tchibo, Nivea and Coca 
Cola already have one of them. 
Our design studio gladly converts 
your specifications into specific 
beach chair designs!

We are looking forward to new  
major customers, for whom we will 

produce beach chairs in corporate de-
sign with the highest quality.

In addition, custom-made products
and special requests can be easily
implemented.

Especially for the private sector, we
hereby offer you the opportunity

to get an absolutely unique beach 
chair.

www.strandkorbprofi.de

Get your

UNIQUE
BEACH
CHAIR!

Promotion Beach Chairs
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We hope you enjoy our catalogue  
and get a first impression of the quality of our products 

and our  passion for beach chairs.
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Manufakture & Showroom
Hansa town Buxtehude
Die Strandkorbprofis GmbH
Strandkorb-Manufaktur Buxtehude
Indusrial Estate Ovelgönne
Carl-Zeiss-Str. 6
21614 Buxtehude
Deutschland

Phone:  +49 4161 59668-0
Fax:  +49 4161 59668-10
E-Mail:   info@strandkorbprofi.de

www.strandkorbprofi.de

Opening hours
March 1 – August 31
Monday to Friday  9 am – 6 pm
Saturday  10 am – 3 pm
Sunday  1 pm  – 5 pm viewing only (no sales or  
advice)

September 1 – February 28
Monday to Friday  9 am – 5 pm
Saturday  10 am – 1 pm

Strandkorb-Manufaktur Buxtehude
The Beach Chair Professionals

Your navigation system cannot find our 
adress? Please use instead:

Hogenbarg 1
21614 Buxtehude

7

1

Abfahrt
HH-Heimfeld

Abfahrt
 Rade

®


